A bitmap-based index is an effective and efficient indexing method for answering selective queries in a readonly environment. It offers improved query execution time by applying low-cost Boolean operators on the index directly, before accessing raw data. A drawback of the bitmap index is that index size increases with the cardinality of indexed attributes, which additionally has an impact on a query execution time. This impact is related to an increase of query execution time due to the scanning of bitmap vectors to answer the queries. In this paper, we propose a new encoding bitmap index, called the HyBiX bitmap index. The HyBiX bitmap index was experimentally compared to existing encoding bitmap indexes in terms of space requirement, query execution time, and space and time trade-off for equality and range queries. As experimental results, the HyBiX bitmap index can reduce space requirements with high cardinality attributes with satisfactory execution times for both equality and range queries. The performance of the HyBiX bitmap index provides the second-best results for equality queries and the first-best for range queries in terms of space and time trade-off.
Introduction
The development of technologies has rapidly generated massive amounts of data from various sources [1] [2] [3] , causing challenges in efficiently storing, searching, processing, analyzing, and managing such amounts of data. With increasing amounts of data, the efficiency of the query processing is a crucial issue when executing complex queries over large data by the traditional approaches [3, 4] . Several approaches have been demonstrated to speed up searching operations, such as parallel processing, materialized views, and indexing [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among these three, indexing is an efficient approach to retrieve data without requiring additional hardware and to enable answering ad hoc and complex queries in reasonable times [7, [10] [11] [12] . One indexing technique for enabling fast query processing over large read-only repositories in data warehouses is bitmap-based indexes [5, 10, 11, 13, 14] . The common bitmap-based index is known as a basic bitmap index [15] . The basic bitmap index is easy to use for representing the data in binary format, with 0s and 1s, and allows fast query processing by low-cost Boolean operations (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) on the index directly before accessing the actual data. From this advantage, the basic bitmap index has been efficiently used in selection, aggregation, and iceberg queries, which exist in data warehouses and analytics applications [10, 16, 17] .
The efficiency of the basic bitmap index is more suitable for attributes with low cardinality (the number * Correspondence: sirirut.v@psu.ac.th of unique values of that attribute) [14, 18] . Unfortunately, when the cardinality is increased, the index size used by the basic bitmap index significantly grows, causing problems with space requirements and query execution time. Therefore, there are four strategies to improve the performance of the basic bitmap index, including a compressing bitmap, binning bitmap, encoding bitmap, and multilevel and multicomponent bitmap [10, 19] . The compressing bitmap [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] offers a good storage requirement by compressing homogeneous bits (only bit 0s or only 1s) in each bitmap vector. Decompression and logical operations, however, dominate some execution time against the basic bitmap index without compression. The binning bitmap [10, 12, 28, 29] can accurately answer some range queries when they match the binning. For other queries, parts of original data have to be read from storage and checked against the specified conditions when the query does not match the binning. The encoding bitmap [30] [31] [32] [33] minimizes the number of bitmap vectors created and allows us to use Boolean operations on the predicted bitmap vectors without decompression or additional processes. However, the encoding design is a critical issue, which has an impact on both space demanded and query execution times consumed. Lastly, the multilevel and multicomponent bitmap [19, 34] combines the preceding three strategies to reduce the storage requirement, but its complexity of query processing time is dramatically increased. Therefore, the design of an encoding scheme for the bitmap index is more likely to be comprehensively studied by improving the performance in terms of space and time trade-off (i.e. a trade-off between storage resources and efficiency).
The common encoding bitmap indexes have been implemented as a basic bitmap index [15] , range bitmap index [30] , interval bitmap index [31] , encoded bitmap index [32] , and dual bitmap index [33] . When dealing with high cardinality attributes, the basic, range, and interval bitmap indexes suffer from impractical storage requirements. In contrast, the limitation of the storage requirements for attributes having high cardinality can be efficiently managed by the encoded and dual bitmap indexes. For a processing of range query, it generally is in the form of v 1 ≤ A ≤ v 2 , where v 1 and v 2 are values in the domain of attribute A. Obviously, the range query involves the continuous attribute values v 1 and v 2 between v 1 and v 2 . For example, a domain of attribute A is {0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 14} and the range query can be in the form of 0 ≤ A ≤ 4 . The query involves the attribute values 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. Especially for the encoded and dual bitmap indexes, they have suffered from massive scanning of relevant bitmap vectors, which has an impact on slow query processing with range queries. Clearly, the existing encoding bitmap indexes have not fully solved problems with range queries in terms of space and time trade-off. To achieve a good balance between space and time, a new encoding bitmap index, called HyBiX, short for hybrid encoding bitmap index, is introduced. The HyBiX bitmap index enables the small number of bitmap vectors created and requires a small number of bitmap vectors scanned for accurately answering equality and range queries.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe five encoding bitmap indexes in Section 2. The proposed encoding bitmap index, HyBiX, is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, a theoretical analysis in space requirement and execution time for six encoding bitmap indexes is presented. In Section 5, we present experimental results in which the space demanded and query processing time for six encoding bitmap indexes are compared. Finally, the major findings are summarized in Section 6.
Related works
A bitmap index is a well-known data structure for improving the speed of query processing in a data warehouse [4, 10, 14, 17] . The bitmap index contains a sequence of bits, one bitmap vector for a set of arbitrary attribute values, with each row representing an item. These bitmap vectors are primarily used in bitwise logical operations to answer queries [15, 17] . The bitwise logical operators AND, OR, and XOR are denoted by ∧, ∨, and ⊕, respectively. Basically, an encoding bitmap index is an efficient strategy for representing the attribute values as well as maintaining query execution time. By a variety of representations to attribute values, different designs of encoding bitmap indexes can be obtained. This section presents the concept of five encoding bitmap indexes, including a basic bitmap index [15] , range bitmap index [30] , interval bitmap index [31] , encoded bitmap index [32] , and dual bitmap index [33] , as described below.
Basic bitmap index
In the simplest scheme, each bitmap vector corresponds to one precise value of an indexed attribute, known as the basic bitmap index [15] , applying an equality encoding. Let C be the attribute cardinality, which is the number of distinct values of that indexed attribute. Then the basic bitmap index consists of C bitmap vectors. To represent value v , the ith bit in bitmap vector for representing value v is set to 1 if the i th row of the indexed attribute contains value v . Otherwise, the bit is set to 0. The encoding function of the basic bitmap index can be written as in Eq. (1):
Assume that a domain of attribute A given by table T is {0, 1, 2, . . . , 14} , as shown in Figure 1a .
Then the basic bitmap index uses 15 bitmap vectors since the cardinality of the attribute A is 15, say {B 0 , high cardinality and also execution time for range queries, which is a drawback of the basic bitmap index. Table   T is used as an example in what follows.
Range bitmap index
To solve the problem of the basic bitmap index with range queries, the range bitmap index [30] was introduced for optimizing one-side range queries. The range bitmap index uses C − 1 bitmap vectors, say {R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R C−2 }. Each bitmap vector R j represents the values between 0 and j . The encoding function for this bitmap index, for attribute value v , is given in Eq. (2) as follows:
Considering table T , the range bitmap index consists of 14 bitmap vectors as shown in Figure 1c 
By using Eq. (3) to evaluate the equality query A = 3 , for example, the bitmap vectors R 3 and R 2 are scanned and a bitwise-XOR operator is performed to answer the query, yielding R 3 ⊕ R 2 . For evaluating the range query ' 0 ≤ A ≤ 4', only bitmap vector R 4 is scanned, and then the rows containing bit value 1 are returned because the bitmap vector R 4 represents the attribute values ranging from 0 to 4. In this case, the range bitmap index commonly scans only one bitmap vector. Although the range bitmap index is optimizing the equality and range queries by accessing 2 bitmap vectors at most, its space usage decreases by just one bitmap vector from the basic bitmap index. Massive storage usage is a crucial issue for the range bitmap index when built on attributes having high cardinality.
Interval bitmap index
Improving the range bitmap index, the interval bitmap index [31] reduces the number of bitmap vectors by half to {I 0 , I 1 , . . . , I ⌈ C 2 ⌉−1 } . Each bitmap vector I j represents the range of values between j and j + m , where m = ⌊ C 2 ⌋ − 1 . The encoding function for the interval bitmap index can be written as in Eq. (4): Figure 1d shows an example of the interval bitmap index for the data in table T , with the 8 bitmap vectors, {I 0 , I 1 , . . . , I 7 } . On encoding the attribute value 3, all bits between I 0 and I 3 are set to 1 and the remaining bits are set to 0. The retrieval functions in Eqs. (5) and (6) check for equality and range queries, respectively.
By using Eq. (5) to evaluate the equality query A = 3 , for example, the retrieval function of the query is completely generated as I 3 ∧I 4 . By using Eq. (6) to evaluate the range query 0 ≤ A ≤ 4, it creates the retrieval function for this query, yielding I 0 ∧ I 5 . Obviously, the interval bitmap index scans 2 bitmap vectors at most for both equality and range queries. Therefore, the interval bitmap index is optimizing the execution time for range queries, but it gives slower execution time than the basic bitmap index when answering equality queries, which scans only one bitmap vectors. In terms of space usage, the interval bitmap index requires less space than the basic bitmap index and range bitmap index. However, by an increasing cardinality of the indexed attribute, it still suffers from the large storage occupied, which is decreased by just half compared with the basic bitmap index.
Furthermore, the concept of hybrid encoding schemes was introduced in [31] . The concept attempted to combine two known encoding bitmap indexes on a single attribute. It is a good idea to take advantage of the basic bitmap index, which is optimized for equality queries, and the range bitmap index or the interval bitmap index, which are optimized for range queries. This method allows us to answer both equality and range queries efficiently by separately creating 2 encoding bitmap indexes on a single attribute. These hybrid encoding schemes occasionally offer a slightly faster execution time at the expense of massive space requirements. Therefore, they rarely provide a better performance against existing nonhybrid encoding bitmap indexes.
Encoded bitmap index
To our knowledge, the encoded bitmap index [32] produces the smallest number of bitmap vectors, which consists of ⌈log 2 C⌉ bitmap vectors, say {E 0 , E 1 , . . . , E ⌈log 2 C⌉−1 } , and a mapping table. The mapping table stores the binary patterns of all distinct attribute values. Based on the data in table T (see Figure 2a ), an example of the encoded bitmap index for the attribute with cardinality 15 is shown in Figure 2b , which consists of 4 bitmap vectors, E 0 , E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 . Let us consider encoding the attribute value 3. The binary pattern for the attribute value 3 in the mapping table is 0011. Therefore, the bitmap vectors are set for this item as
To answer equality queries, the binary pattern of the query value is retrieved from the mapping table, and then the ⌈log 2 C⌉ bitmap vectors are jointly checked for this pattern in each row. Rows matching the target pattern across the ⌈log 2 C⌉ bits are returned as the answer to the query. To evaluate the equality query A = 3 , for example, the binary of the attribute value 3 is retrieved from a mapping table as 0011 corresponding to the position of bitmap vector E 0 , E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 , respectively. Therefore, the retrieval function of this query is
The complement of bitmap vector E 0 and E 1 is required before performing bitwise-AND operations with bitmap vector E 2 and E 3 . Indeed, the encoded bitmap index definitely scans all bitmap vectors for answering equality queries. This has a critical impact on the increase of execution time for the encoded bitmap index.
For evaluating range queries, the retrieval function for the query is formed in Boolean expressions that apply bitwise-OR operators to get the final result. For example, to evaluate the range query 0 ≤ A ≤ 4 , we first look up the binary pattern of each item from a mapping table and then transform to Boolean expression. 
To optimize the range query processing, the retrieval function can be further reduced.
From our example, we can reduce the retrieval function to
Although the encoded bitmap index provides an effective usage of space requirement, its query processing still takes long execution times for both equality and range queries. Furthermore, the data mining techniques and parallel processing are applied to optimize execution time, especially equality and membership queries [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Dual bitmap index
The encoded bitmap index has an efficient storage requirement for attributes having high cardinality, but it still suffers from query execution time, especially equality queries due to accessing all bitmap vectors. To solve that obstacle, the dual bitmap index [33] gives an encoding design that is suitable for the equality queries. The dual bitmap index efficiently represents the attribute values by using two bitmap vectors. The dual bitmap
encoding function is given in Eq. (7):
where hiC = n(n−1) For example, to evaluate the equality query A = 3 , by using Eq. (8), the retrieval function of this query can Mapp ng table  0  0000  1  0001  2  0010  3  0011  4  0100  5  0101  6  0110  7  0111  8  1000  9  1001  10  1010  11  1011  12  1100  13 1101 14 1110
(b) Encoded b tmap ndex and a mapp ng table be D 5 ∧ D 1 :
To answer range queries, the retrieval function can be dynamically created by using Eq. 
. Definitely, the retrieval function generated by the dual bitmap index provides more complexity with the increasing number of query values. To improve the range queries, the generated retrieval function can probably be minimized to reduce the scanning of bitmap vectors as well as the numbers of Boolean operations, which has an impact on the query execution time [39] . In fact, the dual bitmap index was introduced to deal with attributes having high cardinality and to improve equality query processing. Therefore, the performance of the dual bitmap index is degraded when answering range queries. Figure 3 illustrates the five encoding schemes with cardinality 15. Note that the black dots denote bit value 1. The basic bitmap index generates the largest amount of bitmap vectors, which consists of 15 bitmap vectors, as depicted in Figure 3a . Each bitmap vector corresponds to only one precise attribute value. The range bitmap index uses 14 bitmap vectors while the interval bitmap index uses 8 bitmap vectors, as shown in Figures 3b and 3c , respectively. The encoded and dual bitmap indexes use 4 and 6 bitmap vectors, as shown in Figures 3d and 3e , respectively.
In summary, we would like to highlight some issues of the existing encoding bitmap indexes in the literature. The basic, range, and interval bitmap indexes produce a massive number of bitmap vectors for attributes with high cardinality. Meanwhile, the encoded and dual bitmap indexes consume some proportional storage requirements, but their execution time with range queries is still unsatisfactory. Therefore, the existing encoding bitmap indexes are insufficient regarding the overall performance with equality and range queries, considering both space requirements and query execution times. 
HyBiX: Hybrid encoding bitmap index
The HyBiX bitmap index [40] is a new encoding scheme that takes the strengths of the design concepts in existing encoding bitmap indexes (i.e. range and dual bitmap indexes) and the grouping of indexed attribute values to reduce the storage requirements as well as to improve query execution times with high cardinality attributes. It is important to note that our HyBiX bitmap index is different from the concept of hybrid encoding introduced in [31] . The basic concept of the HyBiX bitmap index is to divide the distinct attribute values into several groups, where the number of values contained in each group is unequal. Therefore, the number of values in each group decreases by 1 to efficiently represent attribute values as much as possible. In consequence, the number of groups and the numbers of values in each group can be figured out, as described below.
Let n denote a possible number of groups and a total number of bitmap vectors. Regarding the amounts of values in each group, group i has n − i values, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 . Therefore, the first group of the HyBiX bitmap index (group 0) has n values, the next group (group 1) has n − 1 values, and so on until the last group (group n − 1 ) has 1 value. Then the total number of values from every group must be at least the cardinality of the indexed attribute. Consequently, the number of bitmap vectors used by the HyBiX bitmap index can be calculated by n = ⌈√ 2C + 0.25 − 0.5 ⌉ , where C is the cardinality of the indexed attribute (see the proof in [40] ).
Bitmap index creation for HyBiX bitmap index
Let H denote a set of bitmap vectors for the HyBiX bitmap index and H = {H 0 , H 1 , . . . , H n−1 } . Table 1 describes the notation used in the bitmap index creation algorithm for the HyBiX bitmap index. Algorithm 1 shows the creation algorithm of the HyBiX bitmap index in 6 steps, described below. 
Starting value in the group that contains the value v,
Ending value in the group that contains the value v, Get the group ( g v ) and the level ( l v ) corresponding to the value v from the HyBiX assistant table
5:
Set bitmap vectors according to the following equation:
First of all, each value of the indexed attribute A is assigned by a number in an increasing sequence (i.e. 0 , 1, 2 , . . . , C − 1) and the number of bitmap vector used ( n ) is calculated. Next, a HyBiX assistant table is created once and stored in the main memory to provide preliminary information on each distinct attribute value. The benefits of the HyBiX assistant table are to eliminate a redundant computation, to facilitate creating the HyBiX bitmap index, and to assist with the eventual queries. The HyBiX assistant table contains five elements:
v , g v , s v , e v , and l v , characterizing the attribute values. The values of attribute A are then encoded in the 3rd-6th steps. For each attribute value v , the associated values of g v and l v are retrieved from the HyBiX assistant table in the 4th step. Then, in the 5th step, the bits in H i are set to 1 if i is between g v and l v ; otherwise, the bits remain set to 0. Therefore, the encoding function of the HyBiX bitmap index is written as in Eq. (9): Figure 4a depicts the HyBiX encoding scheme for attribute A with cardinality 15. To create the HyBiX bitmap index for attribute A with cardinality 15 (given in Figure 4b ), the HyBiX bitmap index has 5 bitmap vectors, say {H 0 , H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 } , with a HyBiX assistant table, as shown in Figure 4c . For example, on encoding the attribute value 3, the values of g 3 and l 3 are 0 and 3, respectively. Then the bits in H 0 to H 3 are set to 1, while the bit in H 4 is set to 0, and these are highlighted in Figure 4c . 
Query processing for HyBiX bitmap index
A query of the form v 1 ≤ A ≤ v 2 is able to contribute both classes of equality and range queries. The query is an equality query if v 1 = v 2 and it is a range query if 0 ≤ v 1 < v 2 ≤ C − 1. The query processing algorithm for the HyBiX bitmap index is described in Algorithm 2. The equality query processing is executed in the 1st-3rd steps, while the range query processing is executed in the 4th-19th steps.
Equality query processing for HyBiX bitmap index
Normally, the form of an equality query is
Therefore, the bitmap vector related to the group containing the value v 1 (or the value v 2 ) and the bitmap vector related to the level of the value v 1 (or the value v 2 ) are identified. The retrieval function for an equality query is created by Eq. (10):
where
Algorithm 2
The query processing of HyBiX bitmap index. Input: Query values: v 1 and v 2 Output: A retrieval function 1: if v 1 = v 2 then ▷ Answer equality query 2:
Get information of v 1 from HyBiX assistant table 3: return P ∧ Q 4: else ▷ Answer range query 5:
Get information of v 1 and v 2 from HyBiX assistant table 6: if g v1 = g v2 then ▷ Cover one group 7: if v 1 = s v1 and v 2 = e v2 then 8: return P 9:
else 10: return P ∧ Q 11: end if 12: else ▷ Cover more than one group 13: if g v1 = 0 then 14: return T ∨ RV 1 15: else 16 :
otherwise.
Example 1
To evaluate the equality query A = 3 , the information of 3 consists of g 3 = 0 , s 3 = 0 , e 3 = 4 , and l 3 = 3 , given by the HyBiX assistant table. Using Eq. (10), the retrieval function of this query is H 0 ∧(H 3 ⊕H 4 ) .
Range query processing for HyBiX bitmap index
For the HyBiX bitmap index, the range query can be divided into two cases: either g v1 = g v2 (i.e. the values v 1 and v 2 are placed in the same group) or g v1 < g v2 (i.e. the values v 1 and v 2 are placed in a different group). In the first case (the 6th-11th steps), the bitmap vectors related to the group containing the value v 1 are identified, and then the bitmap vectors related to the level of the value v 1 (and the value v 2 , if necessary) are identified. The retrieval function for this case is given in Eq. (11) by utilizing the function P and Q of an equality query processing.
For g v1 = g v2 ,
Example 2 To evaluate the range query in the form of 0 ≤ A ≤ 4 , the information of 0 and 4 is provided by the HyBiX assistant table. By using Eq. (11), the retrieval function of this query is H 0 . Therefore, the HyBiX bitmap index accesses only one bitmap vector to answer this query.
In the second case (the 12th-18th steps), the query values cover many groups of the HyBiX bitmap index if g v1 < g v2 . Ideally, there are three parts separately considered. The bitmap vectors related to the group containing the values v 1 and v 2 are identified, respectively. Next, the bitmap vectors related to the groups containing relevant query values, except the groups containing the values v 1 and v 2 , are identified. Then the bitwise-OR operations are used among those three parts to find the final result. The retrieval function is given in Eq. (12) .
Otherwise.
,
Example 3
To evaluate the range query in the form of 6 ≤ A ≤ 11 , the information of 6 and 11 is provided by the HyBiX assistant table. By using Eq. (12), the retrieval function of this query is
. Table 2 shows a theoretical analysis of six encoding bitmap indexes, comparing space requirements and the numbers of bitmap vectors to be scanned for the equality and the range queries. The encoded bitmap index offers the best space requirement while the HyBiX bitmap index provides the second-best space requirement, which is better than the dual, interval, range, and basic bitmap indexes, respectively.
Theoretical analysis
In order to answer the equality queries, the basic bitmap index has the fastest execution time because of the scan of 1 bitmap vector. The scans of the range, interval, and dual bitmap indexes are 2 bitmap vectors at most, followed by the HyBiX bitmap index, which ranges from 2 to 4 bitmap vectors. The encoded bitmap index is the slowest execution time due to the scans of ⌈log 2 C⌉ bitmap vectors. For answering the range queries, the range and interval bitmap indexes have satisfactory execution times due to the scans of 2 bitmap vectors at most. The HyBiX bitmap index provides the third fastest execution time with the range queries because it scans the relevant bitmap vectors as needed, corresponding to the groups of the query values rather than the individual query value. The numbers of bitmap vectors scanned used by the encoded and dual bitmap indexes are increasing with the ranges of query values. Additionally, the basic bitmap index has the slowest execution time with the range queries since many related bitmap vectors are accessed. 
Bitmap
Space requirement Query time for equality queries Query time for range queries index #bitmap vectors created #bitmap vectors scanned #bitmap vectors scanned Basic
C is cardinality of the indexed attribute. g v1 is the group in HyBiX bitmap index containing value v 1 . g v2 is the group in HyBiX bitmap index containing value v 2 .
Experimental results

Dataset used and experimental setting
The experiments were conducted on 64-bit Windows 10 and 3.20 GHz Intel Core i5-4570 with 4.00 GB main memory. We used the TPC(H) benchmark dataset. As a bitmap index is thoroughly suitable for attributes having fixed cardinality, we then discarded attributes having flexible cardinalities (ORDERKEY, PARTKEY, SUPPKEY, EXTENDEDPRICE, and COM-MENT). Furthermore, it is a difficult comparison of query execution time for range queries with low cardinality. The ranges of query values are too small, hardly providing significant insights of a query execution time.
Among attributes having fixed cardinality, we then neglected some attributes having low cardinality (the values in parentheses indicate cardinalities of the corresponding attribute), consisting of LINENUMBER (7), DIS-COUNT (11), TAX (9), RETURNFLAG (3), LINESTATUS (2), SHIPINSTRUCT (4), and SHIPMODE (7) .
In our study, we intentionally emphasized the attributes having fixed and high cardinality, which can certainly have an impact on the index size and query execution time. Therefore, we considered four attributes having high cardinality (i.e. QUANTITY (50), SHIPDATE (2526), COMMITDATE (2466), and RECEIPDATE (2,555)).
Since the cardinalities of SHIPDATE, COMMITDATE, and RECEIPTDATE attributes are slightly different, we presented the result of SHIPDATE attribute as the results of COMMITDATE and RECEIPTDATE attributes. Consequently, we selected 2 representative attributes: a small dataset (QUANTITY attribute with 50 cardinalities) and a large dataset (SHIPDATE attribute with 2526 cardinalities).
The space efficiency of an encoding bitmap index is measured in terms of space requirements for storing all its bitmap vectors. The time efficiency of an encoding bitmap index is measured in terms of average query execution time over all 15 queries in each query set for equality and range queries. The query execution time includes a disk I/O time for reading relevant bitmap vectors as well as a CPU time for Boolean operations on them. For some bitmap indexes, the Boolean simplification is used with range queries, but it does not significantly impact the overall query execution time. The trade-off between space and time of an encoding bitmap index is measured in terms of the overall performance calculated by the rectangular area under the coordinates of space demanded and time consumed. Figure 5 affirms the above theoretical analysis of space requirements for the six encoding bitmap indexes for the two selected attributes. The basic bitmap index requires the largest space while the encoded bitmap index requires the smallest for both QUANTITY and SHIPDATE attributes. The HyBiX bitmap index requires less space than the other remaining bitmap indexes for both attributes. As the cardinality increases, the sizes of basic, range, and interval bitmap indexes exceed the size of the raw data. This is an undesirable characteristic of indexing; the index size should be smaller than the raw data size to gain a benefit from the encoding. Figure 6 illustrates the query execution times of the six encoding bitmap indexes with equality queries on QUANTITY and SHIPDATE attributes. The basic bitmap index offered the fastest execution time, while the range, interval, and dual bitmap indexes had slower execution time than the basic bitmap index. The execution time used by the HyBiX bitmap index was slightly different from the range, interval, and dual bitmap indexes, but much faster than that used by the encoded bitmap index. Furthermore, the execution time used by the encoded bitmap index significantly increases with the cardinality of the indexed attribute. 
The space efficiency of six encoding bitmap indexes
The time efficiency of six encoding bitmap indexes
The trade-off between space and time of four encoding bitmap indexes
The space requirements used by basic, range, and interval bitmap indexes are undesirable, which certainly has an impact on the overall performance in terms of space and time trade-off. We present the results only for scale factor 100 as the result of any scale factors. Figure 8 depicts space and time trade-off for three encoding bitmap indexes for the equality queries on QUANTITY and SHIPDATE attributes. The dual bitmap index achieves the best performance in terms of space and time trade-off for the equality queries. However, the performance of the HyBiX bitmap index is better than that of the encoded bitmap index for both attributes. Obviously, the HyBiX bitmap index has the advantage in space requirements of the dual bitmap index and the advantage in query processing of the range bitmap index. Therefore, this provides the improved efficiency of the HyBiX bitmap index in the space and time trade-off point of views, especially for range queries.
Conclusions
In data warehouses, analytics applications require access to a massive amount of data, which will be used in further data analysis. Therefore, the retrieval techniques play an important role and provide convenience to the query processing with such amounts of data. Bitmap-based indexes have been successfully deployed in selection, aggregation, and iceberg queries. Several encoding bitmap indexes have been introduced to reduce index size and efficiently speed up the query processing. When dealing with the range queries on the indexed attributes having high cardinality, the performance of existing encoding bitmap indexes is degraded, both in terms of space required and time to process queries, and these are critical issues with encoding bitmap indexes. In this paper, we presented a new encoding bitmap index, called the HyBiX bitmap index. Our comparative study shows that the HyBiX bitmap index can reduce the space requirements with high cardinality of indexed attributes. Although the performance of the HyBiX bitmap index is worse than that of the dual bitmap index in terms of space and time trade-off for the equality queries, the performance of the HyBiX bitmap index outperforms the other existing encoding bitmap indexes in terms of space and time trade-off with the range queries. In future work, the performance of the HyBiX bitmap index can be improved by applying data mining techniques to select frequent query values submitted.
